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4  Jackson to leave presidency 
The man who co-founded The Land 

Institute in 1976 wants to keep work-

ing for the organization’s mission, but 

plans to hand over leadership by his 

80th birthday next year.

6  Where and what we are
For inversion of thinking that has put 

the world outside us, consider poet 

Nikki Giovanni’s view of friendship.

 

8  Are there other candidates?
The Land Institute’s development of 

perennial crops is confined to a hand-

ful of species. It has enlisted help to 

seek more prospects among the world’s 

thousands of perennials.

16  Perennial grains in Africa
Researchers saw how African farmers, 

with poor soil and no fertilizer, could 

benefit from perennial grains. They 

also saw how perennial sorghum plants 

from The Land Institute were faring.

18  Wheat that takes the heat
Breeding perennial intermediate 

wheatgrass by durum, a wheat with 

fewer chromosomes than bread wheat, 

makes hybrids that can survive the 

summer after harvest.

20  What will people do for dirt?
Just about anything, historian Angus 

Wright said, including kill one an-

other. But their complex conservation 

methods for annual crops still lose soil. 

23  Land Institute shorts
Sequencing intermediate wheatgrass. 

Land Institute perennials in Denmark 

and Sweden. 

24  Desert food crops prophet
For as long as The Land Institute has 

pursued perennial grains, Richard 

Felger has promoted native desert 

plants to feed the Southwest. 

28  Thanks to our contributors

Cover
Pinnate prairie coneflower planted this year at The Land Institute to consider for development as a crop plant.  
The institute has joined with Missouri Botanical Garden and Saint Louis University to look among the world’s 
thousands of perennials for more candidates. See page 8. Scott Bontz photo. 
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Wes Jackson and supporters at the Prairie Festival. In 1976 Jackson and his wife at the time, Dana, founded The 
Land Institute. By its 40th anniversary next year he plans to leave the position of institute president. Jackson will 
be 80, but he wants to continue work for an agriculture patterned after natural ecosystems. “Of course no orga-
nization stays the way it came into being,” he wrote to institute directors. But he hoped The Land Institute would 
stick to its mission of making people, land, and community as one, “willing to make necessary adjustments in order 
to get on with the job while avoiding the obsessions of the dominant culture.” Scott Seirer photo.
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Jackson plans to retire as president

W
es Jackson does not want 

to stop working toward 

his idea for a revolution 

of agriculture, with grains 

that are perennial rather than annual, and 

grown in mixtures of species like natural 

ecosystems to improve soil, water, farms, 

and even the broader culture. In that last 

arena he wants to advance what he calls in-

stitutionalization of an ecological worldview 

– seeing Earth not as an environment sepa-

rate from us, something for us to use, but as 

a working whole of which we are a part. He 

wants to write more. He might occasionally 

still help raise money for The Land Institute. 

But four decades after founding the orga-

nization, he plans to hand over the reins as 

president. 

The transition is to be made by the 

end of June 2016, the month of the founding 

anniversary and of his 80th birthday. “The 

stars are aligned,” Scott Seirer, the insti-

tute’s managing director, said at the Prairie 

Festival in late September. Jackson also will 

leave The Land Institute’s 16-member Board 

of Directors. 

Jackson has made the institute and its 

mission his life. The organization has grown 

from a budget of $6,938 to $5.3 million. It 

employs more than 30 people, and manages 

buildings, equipment, and 691 acres worth 

a total of $17 million. In the past two years 

it has essentially doubled the money going 

to development of perennial grains, and in-

cluded collaborators on every continent but 

Antarctica. Jackson has long said that if you 

choose a job that can be finished in your life-

time, you aren’t thinking big enough. Years 

remain before perennial grains grown in 

mixtures can succeed commercially. But The 

Land Institute’s prospects have never looked 

so bright. The man who can see the institute 

from his backyard, and who can be irritated 

to see a plastic bag left uncollected after 

blowing against an institute fence, knows it 

will be a struggle for him to let go. He has 

thought much about this, and wrote to the 

directors, “It is my intention to avoid giving 

advice or direction to my successor unless 

asked. The next president will need the best 

chance to be ‘presidential.’” 

He encouraged the institute to still use 

his barns and even his home for events like 

the institute’s annual Prairie Festival. 

When Seirer announced the retirement 

plan to 700 festival-goers, they gave Jackson 

a standing ovation. Next day they stood 

again not just after but also before Jackson’s 

traditional festival-closing talk. 

Leading the search for a successor is 

a committee of three board members and 

two employees. Jackson is not on it. Doing 

the search legwork is San Francisco-based 

California Environmental Associates. The 

president will need to be creative, energetic, 

patient, nimble of mind, and willing to chal-

lenge the status quo, Seirer said.

Jackson said to directors, “Presidents 

without a vision become mere reactors to 

the visions of those who dwell only on the 

mechanics of sustaining the organization. 

Without a vision the job runs the president, 

causing the necessary energies of transcen-

dence to falter and the spirited engagement 

of the intellect of those around him or her to 

falter as well.”
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Where and what we are

T
o take our crops from vast fields 

of homogeneity and isolation, 

and instead grow them in niched 

mixtures of species, might help 

us  recognize that all of our plants and live-

stock, and all of the things we aren’t directly 

eating – soil, water, air, wild species – are 

woven as a creative whole. This whole may 

be called Earth, or it may be called the eco-

sphere. What it should not be called, Land 

Institute President Wes Jackson thinks, is 

the environment. That word connotes some-

thing out there or surrounding us, rather 

than something of which we are an inter-

dependent part. He made this argument in 

June at a Land Institute conference for insti-

tutionalization of an ecospheric worldview  

– that is, changing through education how 

we see ourselves in the world. After the 

conference, Jackson’s wife, Joan, found and 

shared with him a poem. He thought this 

poem spoke to making that change in view, 

and he sent it to conference participants 

with this introduction: “I loved the way it 

inverts much common understanding about 

close relationships. I send it because inver-

sion is part of what we are all after as we 

think about the differences between envi-

ronment as ‘out there’ or ‘surrounded by’ 

rather than ‘embedded within’.” 

A Poem of Friendship

nikki giovanni

We are not lovers 

because of the love 

we make

but the love

we have

We are not friends

because of the laughs

we spend 

but the tears 

we save

I don’t want to be near you 

for the thoughts we share 

but the words we never have 

to speak

I will never miss you 

because of what we do 

but what we are 

together

Giovanni is a member of the faculty 
at Virginia Tech. Her books include 
“Chasing Utopia: A Hybrid.”
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Silphium is a plant being developed as a perennial oilseed crop. It can be seen as not just a potential “resource,” 
but as one part of an ecosystem, and in turn part of the supraorganism that is the ecosphere. Other parts include 
the water molecules that silphium taps during drought, the bacteria and fungi it trades with to enrich soil, and the 
insects that feed from and pollinate it. We who spread the species over the land and press its seeds for oil are another 
of the interdependent parts. Scott Bontz photo.
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Mohammed Allawala, right, from Austin College in Texas, helps plant seedlings from the genus Ratibida to see if 
they could be developed as food crops. The Missouri Botanical Garden and Saint Louis University will help The 
Land Institute canvass the world of perennials for more prospects. Scott Bontz photo. 
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Are there other crop candidates?
Only a handful of perennials enjoy attention, but they number in the thousands

scott bontz

B
ritish immigrant Henry Shaw built 

his fortune in frontier St. Louis, 

starting with hardware and cutlery, 

expanding to agricultural commod-

ities, mines, furs, and real estate. He retired 

in 1840, age 39. With about 1,000 acres to his 

name, for his adopted home at the conflu-

ence of the Missouri and the Mississippi he 

wanted to build a public garden. 

Shaw’s friend George Engelmann was 

an immigrant from Germany, and not a busi-

nessman, but a physician. He also was one 

of the young country’s leading botanists. 

Engelmann wanted to see a botanical garden 

like those in Europe, with a library and a 

herbarium for the systematic collection of 

plant specimens. He and other scientists 

persuaded Shaw to make his garden more 

than a park. 

Today the 156-year-old Missouri 

Botanical Garden serves visitors with 

myriad plants, three cafes, and half a dozen 

annual celebrations, including cultural fes-

tivals, flower shows, and concert series. It 

also claims more than 6.5 million scientific 

specimens, one of the world’s best botanical 

libraries, and the world’s largest online da-

tabase of plant information. 

A man named Peter H. Raven led the 

garden for four decades, bridging into this 

century, and greatly expanded its research 

activities. He championed efforts to preserve 

endangered plants, and co-wrote an inter-

nationally used textbook called “Biology of 

Plants.” Since 2010, the garden’s president 

has been Peter Wyse Jackson, an Irish bota-

nist who has written 14 books and helped 

develop the United Nations’ Global Strategy 

for Plant Conservation.

So the garden’s goals are to appreci-

ate, preserve, and study plants, not to breed 

them. But for pioneering domestication of 

perennial grains, legumes, and oilseeds, 

it banks information that Allison J. Miller 

thinks could be powerfully helpful.

Miller is a research associate at the 

garden. She is also an associate profes-

sor of biology at Saint Louis University, a 

Jesuit school founded 

in 1818, and the old-

est university west of 

the Mississippi. Miller 

studies plant evolu-

tionary biology, includ-

ing how gene variants 

are distributed and 

change in populations, 

and how these apply to 

crop improvement. She is particularly inter-

ested in perennial crops and their wild rela-

tives. She has studied grape, horseradish, 

pecan, big bluestem, and kudzu. 

Miller first met Land Institute scien-

tists in Rome in 2013, at a United Nations 

Food and Agriculture Organization 

conference to explore perennial grains. 

Domesticated annual grains now supply 

two-thirds of human food calories. Their 

Allison J. Miller
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cultivation causes the loss of millions of 

tons of soil each year, and damage such as 

groundwater pollution by wasted fertilizer. 

If perennial grains were grown in mixtures 

of species somewhat like prairie or forest, 

they could vastly surpass annuals in con-

serving soil and nutrients. 

Filling the world’s diverse wild places 

are plant species numbering in the hun-

dreds of thousands. The most economically 

important crop plants amount to only a 

handful or two of species, and the annuals 

among them command most of the world’s 

cultivated land. Perennials being developed 

as an alternative to annual grains are fewer 

yet: Land Institute scientists guide wheat, 

intermediate wheatgrass, sorghum, and a 

few plants from Asteraceae, the sunflower 

family. Colleagues in China and Sweden 

pursue perennial rice and barley. Miller 

wondered about plumbing the deep well of 

wild perennials and testing the best species 

as additional candidates for agriculture. 

Over the past several decades, taxono-

mists have amassed large checklists of the 

world’s plants. The lists are kept at gardens 

and natural history museums like Missouri 

and London’s Kew. Already tallied are about 

11,000 grasses, 20,000 legumes, and 23,000 

Asteraceae. These are the three plant fami-

lies that produce most of the seeds used as 

food for humans. About 40 percent of do-

mesticated species are perennial, but none 

of today’s major grain crops. Close to 60 

percent of flowering plants might be peren-

nial. In the tropics it is about 80 percent. 

For many plants, including sorghum and to-

mato, being perennial or annual is not black 

or white. How the plant behaves depends on 

climate. “We’ll do our best to identify where 

species fall on that continuum,” Miller said.

Land Institute scientists had thought 

before about expanding the search for pe-

rennials to domesticate. The plan gelled in 

meetings that brought Miller together with 

institute President Wes Jackson. The first 

after Rome was at the US Botanic Garden, 

where participants discussed how to im-

prove in the public eye something that might 

seem obvious, but which has been found 

lacking: the connection of plants and agri-

culture. The two scientists met again last 

November, after The Land Institute teamed 

with the Malone Family Land Preservation 

Foundation to dramatically boost spending 

for perennial-grain research. 

Now Miller has funding from her 

school, the garden, and Malone to begin 

a program for the “global inventory and 

systematic evaluation of perennial grain, 

legume, and oilseed species for pre-breeding 

and domestication.” Miller, Land Institute 

scientists, and botanists from the garden 

will use the project not just to find peren-

nials with promise as new food crops, but 

also to study how perennials compare with 

annuals under the pressure of selection for 

crop traits. This might identify principles 

vital to domestication of perennials. 

The project is funded for three years. 

This is not long enough to find and evaluate 

every perennial prospect, but few grants are 

for more than that span. “I think you have 

to look at this as the first stage of a 20-year 

project,” Land Institute sunflower scientist 

David Van Tassel said. “I think you need to 

look at some of this as proof of concept.” 

Miller put it this way: “This is a three-year 

project, but it’s not a three-year project.” 

The work is new, and as the scientists learn 

and gather information, priorities might 

change. Knowledge gained can attract more 

scientists and power more research. 

The Russian scientist Nikolai Vavilov 

traveled the world during the early 20th cen-

tury to find where crops originated, and to 

gather diverse seed for breeding that would 
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improve Soviet agriculture. He focused 

on traditional crops – annual grains. Now 

the job is to find perennials. Some might 

be closely related to existing crops, others 

might not.

At least to begin the new inventory, 

there need be no globetrotting. Miller wants 

to mine literature, databases, herbaria, and 

living collections. She has an undergraduate 

student making a trial of technique with one 

genus, a master’s degree student identify-

ing leguminous candidates, and has hired a 

post-doctoral researcher who will help man-

age the three-year study. The team will gath-

er information on the perenniality of spe-

cies, their form, and where they grow. The 

scientists will collect seed from the most 

promising and develop long-term selection 

experiments. Two of the garden’s ethnobota-

nists, scientists of traditional plant culture, 

will contribute information on how people 

already use the candidate species, and two 

ecologists will help test germination of col-

lected seed. 

The filter for what Miller called this 

“broad but shallow first pass” will answer 

these kinds of questions: Is the plant peren-

nial? Is it a grass, legume, or maker of oily 

seed like sunflower or flax? Is it herbaceous 

or shrubby, instead of outright woody like 

a tree? (Trees take years to reproduce, and 

have been domesticated with transplanted 

shoots, grafting, and clones, not with the 

annual or even more frequent breeding that 

can transform a grass into a grain crop.) This 

first screening will produce a global check-

list of possible candidate plants. Publication 

will present the names to interested crop 

scientists.

Next, the researchers will cull their 

way to a short list of contenders by evaluat-

ing the traits of each species: How much 

seed does the plant produce? How much 

and what kind of oil and protein are in the 

seed? Where does the plant range? Can it 

grow where there is need? Can it grow with 

other species? How easily can it be found 

and gathered? Is it easy to grow? How does 

it adapt to different surroundings? Has it 

been used for food before? (In an American 

Journal of Botany article, Miller and other 

scientists noted that about 10 percent of 

known plants are edible, and about 7,000 

have been cultivated for food.) How does 

it reproduce? Does it survive freezing? How 

large and what shape are its flowers, which 

plant breeders will have to work with? How 

does it germinate? How will it handle har-

vest and being made into food?

 

Miller is not a plant breeder, and de-

velopment of criteria for judging will 

enlist Land Institute scientists. The plants 

picked should be the ones that are easiest 

to work with, and that have desirable traits 

beyond grain or oil yield, Van Tassel said. 

For examples he gave The Land Institute’s 

intermediate wheatgrass, which from the 

start made tasty and workable flour, and 

food products from which now have a trade 

name, Kernza®. There is also Asteraceae’s 

silphium, which, in addition to bearing big 

seed, can withstand drought. 

The Land Institute’s initial inventory 

and evaluation of plants for domestication 

three decades ago passed over wheatgrass 

and silphium, and none of the handful of 

species selected then enjoy the main atten-

tion from breeders now. Eastern gamagrass 

was attractive as a close relative to maize, 

but its seed would be tough to make into 

grain. Perennial giant wild rye reportedly 

was eaten by Vikings, and was favored 

over wheatgrass, but it proved to make few 

seeds. 

Meanwhile, Peggy Wagoner at the 

Rodale Institute evaluated candidates for 

perennial grain and settled on intermediate 
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David Van Tassel tosses from the field bagged seed heads of a promising silphium plant. By such selection he quickly 
improved the wild perennial’s seed production. He would not stick with a species that responded slowly. In this 
work even a relatively speedy transformation can consume a scientist’s career. Scott Bontz photo. 
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wheatgrass. “Peggy made a better choice 

than I did,” Jackson said. Rodale sent im-

proved wheatgrass for The Land Institute 

to use in studies crossing perennials with 

annual crop wheat to make perennial wheat, 

and scientist Lee DeHaan recognized, by 

how quickly selection improved wheatgrass, 

that he had a perennial grain candidate in 

its own right. 

Likewise, silphium originally did not 

produce many seeds, though they were rela-

tively large. Selection by Van Tassel rapidly 

improved production. He said that if not for 

that speedy response, silphium should have 

been left to the wild. 

“There’s sort of a scorecard that you 

might imagine for each species,” he said. 

The more good features a plant has, the less 

work they will require. With enough time 

and attention, probably any plant can be 

domesticated. The challenge is to find those 

that can be domesticated with relative ease 

and speed, and which would be most mar-

ketable. 

For that search, Van Tassel argued, it is 

not enough to look at a row of 20 plants and 

judge a species by the average performance. 

Instead, across the variation in 50 times 

that many plants, seek the best. He grew 

thousands of perennial sunflowers, which 

normally have multiple branches, each bear-

ing small heads, and found just one plant 

that flowered on a single stalk, like annual 

crop sunflower. From this individual came a 

breeding population. 

Looking at herbarium books and 

spreadsheets one sees averages, or at best, 

ranges. Van Tassel is curious to also seek 

opinions from those who breed forage crops, 

ornamental plants, and prairie restoration 

varieties. These are people who have with 

their select plant species a deep familiarity. 

“There is some sort of holistic gestalt about 

a plant,” he said. Asking for this kind of ap-

praisal might sound soft, and its methods 

hard to scientifically explain. At other times 

he has opposed it. “But in this case, I’m on 

the other side.”

Miller said that measures indicating 

domestication ease – how perennials flower, 

whether they self-fertilize or outcross, how 

many chromosomes they have, their seed 

size – are in the literature available at the 

garden. To fill holes, researchers will look 

at plants in the wild, and request seeds 

from seed banks and the US Department of 

Agriculture. “It’s hard to imagine a better 

place,” she said of the garden and its con-

nections. “If it’s known, we’ll be able to get 

it.”

Jackson said the effort would far sur-

pass the scope of what The Land Institute 

initially attempted. “This is global,” he said. 

But though there might be 50,000 herba-

ceous perennial species, Miller said survey 

of that number at this stage would be unre-

alistic. “There’s a limit to what we can do as 

information and seed gatherers,” she said. 

“All we can do is accumulate in an organized 

manner.” Her team will start with species 

and genera closely related to domesticates. 

“I say we’re casting a wide net, but to get 

off the ground we’ll start with subsets of 

groups.” 

Discussion with Land Institute scien-

tists about how to whittle the initial list, 

and how far, continues. Miller now has in 

mind arriving at a short list of 100 species, 

which she called “the tip of a taxonomic 

iceberg.”

After scientists have this in their grasp, 

there will begin collection of seed, germina-

tion trials in St. Louis, and shipment of seed 

to The Land Institute for growing out and 

study. Characteristics that could not be seen 

in the first pass will then appear. This is the 

stage called pre-breeding, when scientists 

know that many of their crosses will lead 
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nowhere, DeHaan said. In breeding of plants 

already domesticated, the field is more re-

fined, and the progress more incremental. 

Meanwhile, the botanical garden, which 

each year hosts about 1 million visitors, will 

use the candidates to make a display garden 

of “artificial prairie.”

Experiments at The Land Institute can 

begin even before the final short list ar-

rives from St. Louis, Van Tassel said. The 

scientists already know some candidates to 

test. This year he oversaw planting of two 

coneflowers, Ratibida columnifera and R. pin-
nata (see cover photo).

The program will not only seek to de-

cide which species to domesticate, but to 

understand in general and with practical ap-

plications how perennials evolve as they are 

domesticated, and how their change com-

pares with that of annuals. An annual has 

no second chance, and must give its all to 

make seed in one year, while a perennial is a 

long-term planner. And although a perennial 

continues to grow and yield seed year after 

year, it changes not only in size, but also 

biologically, DeHaan said. 

These differences might affect how 

populations respond when a scientist selects 

and breeds favored individuals. “Relative 

to annuals, we don’t know much about 

how perennial herbaceous plants respond 

to domestication,” Miller said. They might 

respond in some ways like herbaceous an-

nuals, in others more like woody perennials. 

Land Institute scientists have learned from 

their handful of herbaceous perennials, but 

each researcher has been out to improve a 

particular species, not to formally develop 

and test a theory.

Even how annual crops respond to do-

mestication is not well understood, at least 

genetically, DeHaan said. The domestication 

of annuals is now rare. Most plant taming 

came before science. A few novel crops, such 

as kiwi fruit, have been recently developed. 

But Jackson said, “The last time that hu-

mans added a major crop to the food inven-

tory was 3,500 years ago.” Stories of how 

the grain crops came to be are written by 

archaeology and forensics. “We don’t have 

very strong support for any of the ideas,” 

DeHaan said. “We’re not watching what 

happened. We’re guessing.”

Among other issues that suggest do-

mestication of perennials will pose new 

challenges is the kind of genetic diversity 

that comes when a plant must have another 

plant at hand to reproduce. Most peren-

nials are such out-crossers, while most 

annual crop plants can self-fertilize. Self-

fertilization is an extreme form of inbreed-

ing, with the unfit versions of genes quickly 

revealed, and their carriers culled. With 

out-crossers, inferior genetic variants from 

one parent can remain in a population if the 

other parent contributes a fitter version that 

is dominant. Although diversity is often a 

good thing, this kind cannot be afforded for 

a crop plant, whose populations must per-

form consistently. 

Another theoretical issue for breed-

ing of perennial grain crops is the tradeoff 

between making seeds for grain and making 

tissue such as roots so the plant can survive 

winter. Critics have said extra energy going 

to roots will keep perennials from matching 

annuals in seed yield. Land Institute scien-

tists have made the case that not beginning 

each year from seed gives the perennial a 

head start. Some perennial trees already 

equal annual grains in their ratio of fruit 

to vegetation. But an herbaceous peren-

nial grain, with aboveground growth dying 

back each year, might require a path differ-

ent from those of apples or annual wheat, 

or even those of perennial pasture and hay 

crops, which have long been domesticated 
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but are bred almost entirely for leaves and 

stems to feed ruminants, not for seed to feed 

people.

Miller and Van Tassel propose to grow 

closely related annual and perennial species 

at the same time, subject them to the same 

selection pressures, such as for seed size, 

and watch and compare how they change 

genetically and in form. “What I’d hope 

to see is an increase in seed size in both of 

them,” Van Tassel said. This might mean 

that a different domestication path is not 

necessary. Instead, it would show that just 

as wild annuals became productive domes-

ticates, so can perennials, even if, because of 

a perennial’s more conservative life cycle, it 

doesn’t happen quite as fast. 

Such experimentation could also reveal 

the differences between perennials and 

annuals in problems like genetic load, the 

accumulation of inferior genetic variants, 

and point to solutions. It could show that 

success like DeHaan’s in increasing seed 

production from intermediate wheatgrass 

was not a fluke. It could provide a general 

approach to successful domestication of pe-

rennials, and build support for building the 

inventory. 

This experimental evolution could 

simultaneously pursue two or more traits, 

and see how they relate. For example, while 

one population of a species was selected, 

generation after generation, for larger seed 

size, another population could be selected 

to maximize the amount of carbohydrate 

stored in roots for winter, and a third for 

both characters. Does gain in one trait take 

from the other? How can this be worked 

through to reach a profitable balance? Land 

Institute sorghum breeder Stan Cox once 

said, “The history of plant breeding is the 

history of overcoming such negative rela-

tionships between traits.”

These tests might help answer the gen-

eral question of whether it is better to select 

for all or many desired traits at once – plants 

flowering in sync, large seed, plants not 

dropping the seed – or select for single traits 

in different populations and then merge 

them. This is a question modern breeders of 

annual grains have never needed to ask, be-

cause they aren’t starting from scratch.

A related illustration of the variety 

of potential in plant genomes comes from 

University of British Columbia scientist 

Loren Rieseberg. He found that two spe-

cies of sunflower, Helianthus petiolaris and 

H. annuus, gave rise to three hybrids, each 

favoring an extreme place unfrequented by 

the parents: H. anomalus in sand dunes, H. de-
serticola on desert floors, and H. paradoxus in 

salt marshes. “There isn’t just one outcome 

[from a crossbreeding],” Van Tassel said, 

“it depends on how you do the selection.” 

Human parents might relate.

The Land Institute lacks such extreme 

environmental diversity, but it has acreage 

for testing in hot summers and cold winters, 

one greenhouse and another in the works, 

and collaborators around the world, includ-

ing in the tropics, who can help to grow 

plants. The Missouri Botanical Garden lacks 

agricultural facilities, but has a trove of 

information, including more global connec-

tions, to start and feed the research. Even 

together, the organizations won’t provide a 

combination of perennial grains to solve by 

2018 the problems of farming marginal land 

in a place like sub-Saharan Africa, Miller 

said. “This is a massive undertaking,” she 

said. “We need to balance what we could do 

with no limits, and what we can do in three 

years.” But in bringing together two groups 

of people with complementary skills and re-

sources, she finds a powerful and optimistic 

worldview for work that is good for both 

agriculture and the earth.
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Perennial grains in Africa
World researchers meet again, at the place arguably most in need of new crops

L
ate this summer, interest in peren-

nial grains drew to Bamako, Mali, 

almost four dozen researchers, 

social scientists, and agriculture 

administrators from Africa and the rest of 

the world, including three scientists from 

The Land Institute. Research Director Tim 

Crews said the meeting’s blend of field trips 

and research talks impressed upon him how 

hard African farmers have it to eke food out 

of poor soil, and how perennial grains could 

help. Many African soils are ancient, with-

out the glacial mineral rejuvenations enjoyed 

by North America and Eurasia. Tillage makes 

them worse. Soil organic matter, the most 

important thing for farming without fertil-

Showing in Mali, northwest Africa: the diversity of people interested in perennial grains.
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izer, as Africa’s subsistence farmers must, 

runs as low as 0.25 percent, a small fraction 

of that in Midwestern soils, even degraded 

ones. Some African soils are so poor that 

plants in them don’t respond to fertilizer. 

In the past farmers have raised soil organic 

matter by leaving fields fallow. Now the 

pressure to grow grain is too great, Crews 

said. 

With their greater roots and lack of 

tillage, which would send carbon into the 

atmosphere as carbon dioxide, perennials 

could build soil organic matter even while 

feeding people. Nature’s soil-building eco-

systems tend toward perennials in species 

mixtures, and this is The Land Institute’s 

model for a new agriculture. A colleague, 

Sieglinde Snapp, from Michigan State 

University, is working in Africa with the pe-

rennial legume called pigeon pea. The Land 

Institute is seeing its perennial sorghum 

tested in Mali and Uganda.

Land Institute post-doctoral researcher 

and Uganda native Pheonah Nabukalu, who 

also visited the plots early this year, said 

two sites in Uganda had been reseeded after 

misunderstanding led to the first planting 

being plowed under after its initial season. 

The new, larger planting showed the same 

problem that the first suffered: disease that 

ruined seed heads. But plants re-emerged 

from rhizomes and crowns after harvest, and 

produced new stands. The sorghum plants 

in Mali did not suffer the same disease, 

but faced an eight-month drought, in poor 

soil. About 20 percent showed perennial 

regrowth, and had produced seed heads by 

the time of Nabukalu’s visit. Disease resis-

tance might come by breeding the plants 

from Kansas with local resistant variet-

ies. The African plants have only half the 

chromosomes of our two-species hybrid. A 

researcher in Africa is working on how to 

double the local varieties’ chromosomes. 

Sponsors of the meeting in Mali were 

the United Nations Food and Agriculture 

Organization, and the International Crops 

Research Institute of the Semi-Arid Tropics. 

The FAO held the first such meeting two 

years ago in Rome. The plan is to meet 

again two years hence in China. The Land 

Institute hosted a similar meeting last fall in 

Colorado. 
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Jamie Bugel leads a crew that cut and bagged for analysis mature heads of perennial wheat. The seeds were dry, 
but unlike annual wheat and most earlier perennials, in August these plants remained alive. Scott Bontz photo.
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Wheat that can take the heat

F
or the first time, whole plots of The 

Land Institute’s perennial wheat 

survived after harvest, through 

summer and into fall. The plants 

grew in ways that would leave them vulner-

able in winter, but they grew. “Big progress” 

is how wheat researcher Shuwen Wang de-

scribed this to Land Institute staff.

The survivors were offspring of peren-

nial intermediate wheatgrass and annual 

durum – pasta wheat. Until now most of 

the annual parents that Wang used for his 

plants were bread wheat. Wheatgrass and 

bread wheat both have three subgenomes. 

Each of these chromosome sets came from 

different ancestor species that hybridized 

in the wild. Durum has only two of the sets. 

This makes it less influential when bred 

with wheatgrass. The multiple genes for pe-

renniality in wheatgrass can come more to 

the fore in the durum hybrid.

In Kansas, annual wheat usually has 

died and been cut by late June. Intermediate 

wheatgrass seeds finish ripening a little lat-

er. After that the plant takes it easy through 

the hottest part of the year. When it sends 

up new greenery, the aboveground growth 

is only vegetative, just stems and leaves, to 

capture sunlight and carbon and invest for 

winter, at the surface in crowns, and below-

ground in roots and rhizomes. Only come 

spring does the plant form reproductive 

growth points that will shoot up to flower 

and set seed. 

Wang’s earlier perennial wheat pushed 

up second-round reproductive tillers the 

same year that the regular, desired tillers 

were made, sometimes beginning even be-

fore harvest. These plants died, not because 

they aren’t perennials, but because they 

didn’t keep the perennial parent’s conserva-

tive pacing for sex and seed once a year.

The reproductive tillers of the durum 

crosses do not emerge so fast. When Land 

Institute workers in August cut the plants 

with sickles, few new seed heads were 

showing. 

But Wang pointed to the base of the 

plants: hidden among them reproductive 

growth tips were already forming. By fall 

the plants were attempting new seed heads. 

They beat the heat but would be vulnerable 

to cold. “I expect a proportion of the plants, 

not all, will be killed,” Wang said. Survival 

depends on how many late tillers appear, 

the depth and length of freezes, and whether 

the plants have those enduring underground 

stems called rhizomes.

In coming years Wang will harvest 

seed from the durum hybrids and grow in-

creasingly large populations. He will search 

them for plants that control reproductive 

growth. A wheat like this already exists, 

from a researcher in Montana, but it does 

not produce seed well. How this variety 

called MT-2 manages itself like a proper  

perennial is not clear, but is under study. 

The answer might include the genes that 

control flowering time. 

Meanwhile Wang will expand genetic 

diversity of his plants by crossing wheat-

grass with more durum varieties. He will 

also breed using wheat plants that have had 

parts of their flowering time genes silenced 

chemically, at the University of California, 

Davis.
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What will people do for dirt? 
An awful lot, yet they still lose it – but that could change with perennials

scott bontz

T
he Spaniards who conquered 

much of the New World in the 

14th century were keen observers 

of agriculture, and many of them 

were good writers. Their annals described 

farms in Mexico as prosperous and pleasing. 

What the conquistadors did not perceive, 

Angus Wright said at The Land Institute’s 

Prairie Festival in late September, was how 

this prosperity had been a lucky, hard-won 

moment. For hundreds of years, shifts in the 

winds had tumbled the Aztecs’ exquisite ag-

ricultural technique. So would Spanish addi-

tions such as draft animals. 

Underlying the complex interactions of 

resources and people that make for civiliza-

tion is soil. Soil’s degradation and loss is not 

all that brought down ancient Greece, the 

Mayans, and various Chinese powers. But 

Wright, a historian of Latin America and 

a pioneer of environmental studies, said, 

“Even before we were following agriculture, 

we were following dirt.” Rich soil makes 

rich plant and animal life. What agriculture 

did for soil was to heighten our aware-

ness. It got us to see soil directly – running 

through our hands, running toward the sea 

– and to realize it was finite. 

So any civilization will have a rich rep-

ertoire of responses to soil loss. Those that 

collapse aren’t made up of idiots or quitters, 

Wright said. For thousands of years, civili-

zations have devoted intelligent people, and 

great energy and technology, to fight soil 

degradation. But annual tillage is about tear-

ing things up. The infrastructure to check 

these losses is not resilient. 

The people of the pre-Columbian 

Western Hemisphere developed about one-

third of humanity’s crops, including the big-

gest, maize. These people lacked the wheel, 

but Wright said they did not lack agrono-

mists, the scientists of farming. They classi-

fied soil by dozens of types, and adapted to 

each type their agriculture. They fertilized 

with manure, and with minerals that they 

mined. Their irrigation designs included 

capture of more minerals, and of silt, for soil 

enrichment. They planted trees that fixed 

nitrogen. To the field they hauled for soil 

nourishment forest debris and algae. They 

annually raided the nests of leaf-cutter ants, 

farmers themselves, for eggs to use as fertil-

izer. “They scoured the environment for nu-

trients,” Wright said. Agricultural technique 

wove these people’s societies. Without ox or 

horse, they daily provisioned the metropolis 

that today is Mexico City by canoe and ca-

nal. Labor was immense and highly coordi-

nated. Society was stratified and martial. 

The ability to store and move food 

came with farming, and so did class divi-

sion, not just in Mexico, but also throughout 

the world. Also universal is how the desire 

for wealth from land brings war. Wright 

said that with farming we made fabulous 

rationalizations for what is really about get-

ting more wealth from soil. 
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The Spaniard Coronado is believed 

to have journeyed from Mexico to within 

another day’s ride of what became The 

Land Institute. He sought cities of gold, not 

soil. But another Prairie Festival speaker, 

Ricardo Salvador, of the Union of Concerned 

Scientists, said the treasure hunter came 

from a ranching family. And when Coronado 

Claire Trail weighs alfalfa cut from a test plot and piled in a tarp. The Land Institute studies how growing this 
legume with intermediate wheatgrass might improve soil fertility and grain yields with less synthetic fertilizer. 
Replacing annual grains, the two perennials would also conserve soil and improve its structure. Scott Bontz photo.
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saw massive herds of cattle – bison – he 

recognized the North American prairie’s tre-

mendous wealth. “It must have been over-

whelming,” Salvador said. 

Back in Europe, farming in medieval 

times had expanded eastward, leveling 

forests and driving out the lion. Soil there 

remained fertile for centuries because of 

recent enrichment by rock-grinding glaciers, 

and because of elaborate farm methods. But 

by the 17th and 18th centuries population 

had grown, and with it concern about soil 

fertility. Technique was no longer enough; 

the savior of Europeans would be new land 

in what they considered the New World. 

The first big imports were sugar and cotton, 

but there followed crucial grains like wheat. 

The Western adventure’s goals shifted from 

God, glory, and gold, to basic commodity 

production. Europeans and their colonial 

offspring took all they could of the Americas’ 

soil fertility and wealth. Then they re-

sorted to fertilizer from mountains of South 

American bird guano, then South American 

nitrate mines, and then the Haber-Bosch 

process of synthesizing ammonia from air. 

Finally, after world wars over territory, the 

Europeans restored soil fertility with this 

fossil-fueled chemistry. But without the soils 

of the New World, Haber-Bosch would not 

have been so meaningful, Wright said. What 

saved Europe was conquest – conquest that 

enslaved Africans and killed natives.

“What will people do for dirt?” he 

said. “Well, just about anything.” 

In 1769 Benjamin Franklin wrote that 

wealth comes to a nation by three means: 

war, which is robbery; commerce, which 

is generally cheating – he meant not busi-

ness per se, but when a retailer hides his 

costs, leaving the buyer with no notion of a 

fair price; and agriculture, “the only honest 

way.” Franklin said the farmer virtuously 

benefitted from God’s grace with “a kind 

of continual miracle” in the growth of food 

from seeds. Salvador said this was only true 

before fossil fuels, and now agriculture is 

war. 

Agriculture after World War 2 vastly 

expanded chemical technique, exploding 

grain yields, but also pollution by nitrates 

and pesticides. And it still loses soil through 

the harassment of annual cropping. So 

Wright asked, “Why not think about the 

idea that we’ve been going about this the 

wrong way for several thousand years?” He 

had begun his talk saying that historians 

aren’t really detached and objective. Their 

work is a long-winded way of telling us 

what to do. “Really, we’re scolds,” he said.

Now he made a suggestion. 

Wright and Wes Jackson worked 

early on in the new environmental studies 

program at California State University in 

Sacramento. Jackson left, and in 1976 he and 

his wife at the time, Dana Jackson, began 

The Land Institute. He thought humans 

could build soil fertility even while making 

food, by mimicking what had long already 

done so: natural ecosystems. This would 

mean not just drawing a plant from the wild 

and making it a domesticate, but recogniz-

ing how the plant worked as part of a whole 

system of species and naturally occurring 

minerals and water. Agronomy would use 

that system as a model. Wright, chairman of 

The Land Institute’s Board of Directors, said 

that given the alternative’s history of pain, 

suffering, and destruction, “Ain’t it worth 

a try?” He said, “Maybe we would avoid 

all of those losses. And now I think we’re 

probably going to do it. I think it’s going to 

happen.”

Why not invest in it, he asked the 

Prairie Festival audience. Considering the 

possible consequences, he said, invest mil-

lions. “What will people do for dirt? I will 

say let’s do this, and see if it works.”
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Land Institute shorts

To read wheatgrass DNA

In a job that researcher Lee DeHaan com-

pared to assembling a jigsaw puzzle of 

2 million pieces, the US Department of 

Energy’s Joint Genome Institute will help 

sequence much of the genetic code of inter-

mediate wheatgrass, a perennial that The 

Land Institute is developing as a grain crop, 

and which has the food name Kernza®. US 

Agriculture Department and Kansas State 

University researchers made the proposal 

with DeHaan. Sequencing means reading the 

chemical alphabet of an organism’s DNA. 

Learning the sequence won’t immediately 

explain gene functions, but will be a crucial 

step toward such understanding, which 

could help toward success with wheatgrass 

as a grain. The project is expected to take 

several years. The Joint Genome Institute 

supports the Energy Department’s work 

toward clean energy and environmental im-

provement. It has enough sequencing capac-

ity for other, broader work, and comparing 

the complex wheatgrass genome to the well-

known genome of wheat might bring helpful 

general knowledge about the differences 

between perennials and annuals. 

Growing roots in Denmark

Danish scientists will include two spe-

cies of plants from The Land Institute in a 

battery of 24 towers, 13 feet tall and with 

windows for learning how different roots 

might improve soil health and sustain agri-

cultural. The institute’s plants involved in 

the study are intermediate wheatgrass and 

silphium. The research is at the University 

of Copenhagen, under crop science profes-

sor Kristian Thorup-Kristensen. The towers 

have sides that are not only transparent, but 

can be opened to the soil and living root 

architecture for measure of things like water 

flow, nutrient absorption, and variation in 

the role of microbe life among the plants. 

Swedes will test wheatgrass

The Lonnstorp Research Station in Sweden 

will host an ecological study of growing The 

Land Institute’s intermediate wheatgrass, 

alone and with a legume. The study will 

measure things such as soil carbon changes, 

productivity, and how well the plants take 

up nitrogen, and compare results with those 

from conventional and organic annual crop-

ping. Lonnstorp this year grew plants from 

seed supplied by the institute, to increase 

the seed available for the study that will be-

gin next year. The project’s lead scientist is 

Erik Steen Jensen, who attended an interna-

tional perennial grains conference organized 

last year in Colorado by The Land Institute. 

Press and presentations

Land Institute staff members spoke in 

New York, North Carolina, and Minnesota. 

Scheduled talks are January 11 in Saskatoon, 

Saskatchewan; and January 30 in Concord, 

New Hampshire. For more, see Calendar at 

landinstitute.org, or call 785-823-5376. 
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Desert prophet of new food crops
For 40 years Richard Felger has promoted native plants to feed the Southwest

gary paul nabhan

Richard Felger has 

always been a little 

ahead of his time. 

Even before he was a 

teenager in southern 

California, he culti-

vated rare cacti and 

orchids at home, and 

kept three alligators in his bathtub. Before 

he graduated from the University of Arizona, 

he shadowed some of the world’s greatest 

desert ecologists. On his first trip down to 

Alamos, Sonora, he realized what would 

drive his career: the Sonoran Desert was full 

of wonders, and some of them were delec-

table.

Within a few years, Felger had sug-

gested that we design farms to mimic desert 

ecosystems. In several papers published in 

the late 1970s, he and his colleagues pio-

neered a way to identify new crops for arid 

lands. He proposed for domestication those 

desert plants that would be most reliable for 

producing food, with the least irrigation and 

tillage. 

The Sonora Desert natives that Felger 

initially proposed be cultivated included 

mesquite, agaves, fruit from organ pipe and 

prickly pear cactus, tepary beans, chiltepin 

peppers, grain from a saltgrass called “nipa,” 

amaranth, and oil from buffalogourd seeds. 

Felger predicted that agriculture in the 

Sonoran and other deserts would soon need 

to be restructured from the bottom up. His 

vision was to “fit the crop to the prevail-

ing environmental conditions rather than 

trying to remake desert environments to fit 

temperate, water-hungry crops.” He and 

his colleagues proposed that farmers plant 

native, drought-hardy crops in mixtures of 

species, mostly perennials. Unlike the Land 

Institute’s efforts with new prairie crops, 

Felger chose not their lengthy domestication 

and hybridization, but instead to find wild 

species and a few common cultivated desert 

land races that seemed “ready to go” for 

arid farming. They could efficiently use har-

vested rainwater, rather than the pumped 

groundwater required by conventionally rec-

ommended crops – cotton, alfalfa, pecans, 

citrus, lettuce.

 But his message was largely ignored, if 

not outright dismissed, by most of the crop 

scientists working in the same arid region. 

Now many Arizonans wonder why 

mainstream crop scientists didn’t listen 

to him sooner. With groundwater levels 

plummeting across the desert Southwest, 

and the Colorado River’s reservoirs reach-

ing the lowest levels since it was first 

dammed, both water rationing and steep 

price increases for irrigation are kicking in. 

Desert-adapted crops are needed more than 

ever. Felger recognized the Sonoran Desert’s 

apparent barrenness as “deceptive,” and 

showed how its residents could enjoy a level 

of local food security unknown for decades.

Although Felger began his career as a 

desert herpetologist, he soon gained renown 

as the Sonoran Desert’s most knowledgeable 
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botanist, writing regional floras and describ-

ing new species or novel uses of well-known 

ones. It was his earliest work describing the 

historical uses of plants by the Seri Indians 

that transformed his research into a quest 

for future food crops. The Seri demonstrated 

to Felger not only that these plants were ed-

ible, but also that they were delicious. 

Though familiar with the Sonoran 

Desert’s overall plant diversity, he chose to 

focus on a few of its edible species – includ-

ing two that were wild-harvested by the Seri 

and their Mexican neighbors – for their po-

tential to become crops in arid climates. His 

technical papers adorned the covers of pres-

tigious science journals, but at times were 

Early in his career Richard Felger began arguing that we design farms to mimic desert ecosystems. He has finally 
seen several of the native plants he championed make their way to market. Photo by Bill Steen, who with his wife, 
Athena, directs the Arizona-based Canelo Project, “connecting people, culture, and nature.” They have written 
books about building with straw bales and natural materials.
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more widely celebrated beyond the Sonoran 

Desert than within it.

Most field crop scientists in the 

Southwest’s land grant agricultural colleges 

dismissed Felger’s radical suggestions, and 

that future water scarcity might drive into 

obsolescence the furrow irrigation of food 

crops adapted to temperate climates. They 

could not imagine that accelerated climate 

change might make the desert hotter, drier, 

or more saline. 

Audience or no audience, grants or no 

grants, Felger has continued desert food 

studies for well over half of his life. A youth-

ful-looking 81, he exudes whimsy and hu-

mor, refusing bitterness over lack of recogni-

tion by his peers.  He is hopeful, not cynical: 

“The usual complaint about new crops you 

hear when you talk with well-funded insti-

tutions or government programs is that most 

of native desert crops are not well-suited for 

industrial scale harvesting and processing. 

The agricultural industry still turns its nose 

up at the idea of new crops. It doesn’t want 

to fund their development unless it can ac-

quire all proprietary rights to the species, 

which I will not and cannot offer.”

But the times – and the climate – are 

changing. And Felger has found new, more 

receptive audiences: “Last year, when I 

spoke at the conference of the New Mexico 

Organic Farming Alliance, I realized that 

hundreds of small-scale farmers fully get 

what I am trying to do. They are eager to 

participate because of the challenges they 

are currently facing, … and are helping me 

get these promising crops evaluated under 

field conditions on their own farms.”

Felger now realizes that his food crop 

candidates are not only to solve some of 

the most pressing problems facing desert 

agriculture, but that their edible, delectable 

heritage food products are highly market-

able:  “Most of the world has recognized by 

now that there will soon be no cheap water 

for irrigating crops, nor cheap fossil fuel for 

tillage. Many farmers actually want to tran-

sition to no-till. And now, there’s a vibrant 

locavore movement that is willing to pay 

for sustainably grown foods. These various 

threads are being woven together.” 

When I tracked Felger down in his re-

cently adopted hometown of Silver 

City, New Mexico, I asked him to document 

which of the food crops he proposed in the 

1970s had already hit “pay dirt” – that is, 

which crops were being grown commer-

cially. Still active and prolific in describing 

desert floras, and evaluating native plants 

for potential domestication, he had never 

taken a breather from his work long enough 

to calculate his batting average. Together we 

looked back and found that five out of six of 

his first candidates have already been enthu-

siastically adopted by farmers and chefs. 

It may be hard for contemporary 

Southwest foodies to recall, but in the mid-

1970s, foods like mesquite flour, prickly 

pear fruits and syrups, dried tepary beans, 

chia seeds, popped amaranth grains, and 

agave nectar were virtually unknown in the 

American marketplace. Amaranth seeds and 

greens, prickly pear pads (nopalitos) and 

fresh fruits (tunas) were widely available in 

Mexico, but they were often looked down 

upon as “poor people’s” survival foods. 

While not directly involved in their 

commercialization, Felger was among the 

vanguard of those who elevated the status 

of such foods. Through dozens of lectures 

and popular magazine articles, he brought 

Mexican scientists, chefs, and innovators to 

take more pride in the cultural heritage, nu-

tritional quality, and flavors of their ancient 

foodstuffs. Interest in the United States 

eventually grew as well, with the likes of 
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the National Research Council, the Rodale 

Research Institute, and Friends of ProNatura 

taking heed.

Today, amaranth grain, tepary beans, 

and chia seeds are ubiquitous in health food 

stores, as are agave nectar and prickly pear 

syrup. Mesquite is not only being grown 

as a tree crop for food and wood by the 

Arizona Mesquite Company, but nearly a 

dozen hammer mills and several festivals 

help Arizonans to process their own wild-

harvested mesquite pods. 

Additionally, the Seri Indians, from 

whom Felger first learned about mesquite’s 

food value, have had their traditional fire-

roasted mesquite flour boarded onto the 

Slow Food International Ark of Taste, the 

only global list of imperiled or neglected 

foods. It is now featured at the Mitsitam 

Cafe at the National Museum of the 

American Indian on the Washington Mall, 

and in bars and coffee shops in Tucson.

When Felger first wrote on Sonora’s 

several agave species, including water ef-

ficiency double that of maize, making mescal 

from them was strictly bootleg. But within 

a decade of his first publications in Sonora, 

scientists and farmers there were embold-

ened to bring at least two native species of 

Sonoran Desert agaves into cultivation in 

sizeable plantations. At least four brands of 

Sonora’s mescal bacanora are now sold in 

Arizona, and most of them now use culti-

vated rather than wild plants. 

When Felger and his colleagues began 

to evaluate the chiltepin as a potential food 

crop, the entire harvest coming into Arizona 

from Sonora was wild-harvested. Soon, 

Sonoran innovators such as Alfredo Noriega 

and Manuel Alberto Lopez had carefully 

selected from diverse wild foundation seeds 

those that would do best under cultivation. 

Now cultivated chiltepin sales sometimes 

exceed that of wild-harvested chiltepins.  

If there is any take-home message from 

Felger’s work over the past four decades, it 

is that innovations in our food systems most 

often emerge from creative people on the 

margins, not from the biggest, wealthiest 

research institutions or agribusinesses. This 

clearly rings true for The Land Institute. It 

was Felger’s deep familiarity with desert 

plants and ecosystems that enabled him to 

envision an alternate future for food crops in 

the arid Southwest.

Felger is now partnering with Silver 

City neighbor Gregg Dugan, a tree crop 

specialist who helps advance no-till produc-

tion of perennial food crops in permaculture 

systems. They work with several farmers 

on Arizona Indian reservations, in Sonoran 

villages, and in New Mexico farm towns to 

get crops like mesquite and Apache redgrass 

cultivated on a larger scale. Their work was 

recently supported by a specialty crop grant 

from New Mexico’s state government – the 

kind of award that was never granted to 

Felger during his 40 years of promoting the 

same crops in Arizona.  

But the question in Felger’s story is not 

how visionaries like him secure funding and 

recognition for their innovations that may 

benefit society. Rather, it is this: Are we des-

ert dwellers ready to eat a diet that features 

crops suited to our arid environment, or will 

we continue to see the desert depleted by 

the furrow irrigation of water-guzzling and 

largely unsustainable food and fiber crops? 

This choice is ours to make.

Gary Paul Nabhan has written several books about 
agriculture and food, including “Growing Food in a 
Hotter, Drier Land: Lessons from Desert Farmers on 
Adapting to Climate Uncertainty” and “Food, Genes, 
and Culture: Eating Right for Your Origins.” Forty 
years ago he began his work on desert foods as Richard 
Felger’s intern and research assistant. The photo of 
Nabhan is by Dennis Moroney.
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Thanks to our contributors

GIFTS

These friends made donations during June through September.

Ariel Aaronson-Eves · Calvin Adams · Gena Akers · Barbara & Todd Albert · Deidre & Cameron Allen · Al’s OverHead Door Service Inc. · Beth Aly

Amazon Smile · Angela Anderson · Christopher Anderson & Suzan Fitzsimmons · Anonymous · Blythe & Hannah Ardyson · Alan Arnold · Arrow 

Printing Co. · The Atha Family Charitable Fund · Mary Athens · Thomas Averill & Jeffrey Ann Goudie · Kristie Avery & Jim Rothwell · DeWayne & 

Sherry Backhus · Denise Backus & Adah Wright · Catherine Badgley & Gerald Smith · Julene Bair · David & Karen Baker · Marian Bakken · Matthew & 

Erica Bakker · Lawrence & Mary Baldwin · William & Caroline Baldwin · William & Terry Baldwin · Gregory Bamer · Bank of America Matching Gifts 

Program · Robert & June Bargar · Roger & Gretchen Batz · W. Reese & Donna Baxter · Janice Becker & David Shaw · Jill Beech · Mary Lou Bender

Nicholas & Lori Berezovsky · Edward Berg · Alex Berkley & Amy Cole-Berkley · Dale Berry · Dennis & Marilyn Bettenhausen · Chris & Mary Bieker

Thomas & Beatrice Isolde Birt · Harlan Bjornstad · Debra Blakley · William & Dianne Blankenship · Kenneth Block · John Blume & Karen Dryden

Charles & Dianne Boardman · Robert & Sharon Bone · Bruno Borsari & Julie Chiasson · Gretchen Boyum & Pat Crepps · Carol Bradford · William 

Bradley · Marjorie Braker · Sheryl Breen · Jay & Sara Bremyer · Jill Bremyer · Gordon Brennfoerder · Martin & Wanda Brotherton · Elizabeth Broun

Cheryl Brown · D. Gordon Brown & Charlene Irvin-Brown · Laura Lee Brown & Steve Wilson · Robert & Janet Brown · Owsley Brown 2nd Family 

Foundation Inc. · E. Charles Brummer · Gary Brunk & Joey Sprague · Bernard & Cynthia Buchholz · Buckskin Valley Farms · Thomas Buller · Gerald & 

Joy Bunch · Michael Burgess · Chad & Laura Burns · Sheldon Burr · Peter & Toshiko Busch · John Butcher · John & Eleanor Butler · Jane Byrnes 

Ray Cage · Margaret & Edmund Campion · Craig & Ginger Cantrell · Louis Caplan · Diane Capps · Janeine Cardin & David Ritter · David & Bonnie 

Carlson · Jim Carlstedt · John & Diana Carroll · Robert Cashman & Paulette Lewis · Pauline Cassel · James & Marianne Cassidy · Elizabeth Cathcart-

Rake · Lorna & D. Caulkins · Michel Cavigelli & Martha Tomecek · Cedar Valley Honey Farms · The Ceres Trust · Benjamin Champion

Michael Charles · Jingyang Chen · Yvon & Malinda Chouinard · Theresa Cichocki · Clifton Foundation Inc. · David & Frances Coleman · Elin & 

Ronald Colglazier · Nicholas Colloff · Community Foundation Serving Boulder County · Wallace & Nancy Condon · Cath Conlon & Mark Jennings 

Brian & Ann Conner · Paul & Lois Conway · Doris Coppock · J. Marc & Jeanne Cottrell · Anne Cowan · Nancy Craig · Kenneth Cramer · Timothy & 

Sarah Crews · William & Ann Crews · Crown Distributors LLC · Malcolm Dalglish & Judith Klein · Rebecca Damron · Richard & Eleanor Dawson 

Raymond & Sarah Dean · Sandy & Darrell Dedrick · Alice Jo & Stanley DeFries · Shawn Dehner & Jamie Purnell-Dehner · Sylvia Demarest · Guy Denny 

Nancy Deren · Al DeSena · Jill DeWitt · Augustus di Zerega · Gail & Tim Dickel · Lawrence & Lois Dimmitt · John & Deborah Divine · Jeffrey Doan

Fred & Arlene Dolgon · Vivian Donnelley · Gaylord Donnelley Charitable Trust · Gordon & Jane Douglass · Harold & Jill Draper · Merlin & Sandra 

Dresher · Marjorie Duck · James & Mary Dudley · R. Michael Duffy & Jacqueline Guidry · Katharine Dunlevy & George Seeds · Evelyn Durkee · Selma 

Duvick · Ecumenical Project for International Cooperation · Robert & Jacqueline Edmiston · Thomas & Susan Egolf · Paul & Anne Ehrlich · Marilyn 

Sue Eichhorn · James Eliopulos · Alicia Ellingsworth · Gwendolyn & Dennis Elliott · Reba Epler · James Erickson · Marjorie Erickson & Wesley Roe

Anne & Nicolas Erni · Beverly Evans · Sam & Terry Evans · Jacinta Faber · Elizabeth Farnsworth · Eric Farnsworth · Charles & Charlotte Faulkner

Pete Ferrell · Rebecca Ferrell & Michael Golec · Rebecca Ferrera · Lisa Ferro · R. Lowell Fey · Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund · Emily Fisher & Evan 

Griswold · Vaughn & Julie Flora · Maleta Forsberg · Barbara Francisco · John & Julie Franson · Laura Fraser · Chris & Leanna Frasier · William & Sally 

Frederick · Steven Freilich & Daphne Greenberg · Duane & Elizabeth Friesen · Robert Gaines · Christine Gardener · Jean Gardner · Jane Gauss 

John Geddie · Karl Geislinger · Jared & Cindi Gellert · Robert Gibson · Mark Giese · John & Beverly Gilbert · Suneeta Gill · Susan Goering · Daniel 

Goldhamer · Samuel Goldman · George & Suzanne Gordon · Nils Gore & Shannon Criss · Howdy Goudey · Elizabeth Granberg · John & Margery 

Graves · Greater Kansas City Community Foundation · Greater Salina Community Foundation · Richard Greene · Tom Greene · Barbara Greenewalt

Shirley Griffin · Michael Grimm · Marion Griswold · Toby Grotz & Kathryn Bradley · Wendell & Nancy Gugler · David & Michelle Gundy · Michael 

Habeck · Delmont Hadley · Philip & Patricia Hahn · James & Cynthia Haines · Haines/Weber Fund - Topeka Community Foundation · Margaret W. 

& Dr. Thomas B. Hall Fund · Halliburton Giving Choices · Christine Hammond · Melinda Hancock · Patricia Hansen · John & Sharon Hanson · Gary 

Harbin · Benjamin & Lucy Harms · Kevin & Elaine Harrington · Robert & Dorothy Harris · Eric Hart · John Hart & Jane Morell-Hart · John Hart

Karen Harvey · Robert & Nancy Hatch · Terry & Dianne Hatch · Palmer & Lydia Haynes · John Head & Lucia Orth · Heartspring Foundation · Jacob 

Hebert · Jerry & Rosemary Heidrick · Bernt & Suzie Helgaas · Bjorn & Leanne Helgaas · Jeffrey Helkenn · Clarence E. Heller Charitable Foundation

James Henson · Bette Hileman · Deborah Hill · Joe & Virginia Hillers · Robert Himmerich y Valencia & Eva Valencia de Himmerich · William Hine

Sarah Hinners & Christopher Pasko · Irma Lou & William Hirsch · Cathy & Ihor Hlohowskyj · David Hodges · Stanton & Carol Hoegerman · Pat 

Hoerth · David Hoff · John & Gloria Hood · Leo Horrigan & Margery McIver · Shae Hoschek · Mark & Linda Howard · Charles Howe · Gary & Michele 

Howland · Jerold & Bonnie Hubbard · Liz Huffman · Jon & Audrey Hunstock · Lee Hunter · The Hunter-White Foundation · IBM International 

Foundation · ImpactAssets Inc. · Fred Iutzi & Melissa Calvillo · Edward & Adelaide Jacobson · Carole & Larry Jacoby · Jean-Luc Jannink · James & 
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Prairie Festival recordings
September 26-27, 2015, The Land Institute

number  title speaker

_________ Strachan Donnelley Conservation lecture Peter Kenmore

_________ Land Institute progress Institute scientists

_________ Building a Botanical Foundation for Perennial Polyculture Allison Miller

  Bonus: Preserving the World’s Botanical Diversity Dornith Doherty

_________ Changing Our Worldview: Why it Matters John B. Cobb Jr.

_________ What Will People Do for Dirt? Angus Wright

_________ Nourishing Community: Ecology, Economics, Equity Mary Evelyn Tucker

_________ War, Cheating, and Agriculture Ricardo Salvador

_________ Teach Us to Number Our Days Wes Jackson

Total individual CDs  _______ × $15 =  __________

Sets (one of each)  ________  × $105 =  __________

Total   __________

We accept checks and money orders for US 

funds, and Mastercard, Visa and Discover. 

Card purchases can be by mail, fax or  

phone. Place orders to The Land Institute, 

2440 E. Water Well Road, Salina, KS 67401. 

Phone 785-823-5376. Fax 785-823-8728.

Name  ____________________________________________

Address  _________________________________________

City  ______________________________________________

State  __________ ZIP code  _______________________

Phone  ____________________________________________

E-mail  ___________________________________________

Card number  ___________________________________

 Mastercard  Visa  Discover

Exp. date ____________  Security code  __________

Signature  ________________________________________

Susan Jantzen · Mitchell Japp · Dorcie Jasperse · Christopher & Rita Jensen · Margaret Jensen & Gerard Long · Robert Jensen · Kally Johns · Bruce 

Johnson & Barbara Hagen · Carl & Linda Johnson · Duane Johnson · Eric Johnson & Michele Roesch-Johnson · Guy Johnson · Wayne Johnson · Max 

& Helen Johnston · David & Jean Jones · Jimmy Jones · Paul Bryan Jones · Ross Jory · Todd Juengling · Donald Kaiser · Klaus Karbaumer · Michael & 

Shawna Lea Karl · Peter Karsten · Jeffrey Kasoff · Jude Kastens · Maynard Kaufman & Barbara Geisler · Tim & Sharon Keane · Carl & Gladys Keener 

Harold & Brenda Keller · Richard Keller · Robert & Judith Kelly · Bruce Kendall · Peter Kenmore · George Kilmer · Kelly Kindscher · LeAnn Kirkpatrick 

Frederick Kirschenmann & Carolyn Raffensperger · Ingrid Kirst · Keith & Amanda Kisselle · Leslie Kitchens · John Kleinwachter · Bruce & Kay Kline

Doreen & David Kloehn · Don Kluever · Thomas & Grace Kneil · Walter & Barbara Koop · Edward Kopta · Cleo Kottwitz & Judy Parsons 

Mark & Jean Kozubowski · Mildred Krebs · Keith Krieger · Adam & Aubrey Krug · Stanley & Lois Kruschwitz · Wendell & Judith Kurr · Don & 
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Imogene Kurre · Joel Kurz · Gretchen La Budde & Michael Whaley · Lakeside Corporation · Cheryl & Donald Landes · Melissa Landon · Loren & 

Elizabeth Larson · Thomas Larson & Diane Lux · Elmo Adrian Law · Lydia Lazar · Marietta & Alden Leatherman · Benedict & Ann LeFort · Dee & 

Robert Leggett · Frances Schneider Liau · Janice Lilly & Cary Buzzelli · Judy & Dennis Lilly · Limbo Inc. · Joseph & Beatrix Lindquist · Jonne Long

Kevin Lowe · Richard Lowitt · Sandra Lubarsky & Marcus Ford · Anne Lubbers · Michelle Mack & Edward Ted Schuur · Kathleen Maddux 

James Mahnke & Diane Taylor · Thomas Mahoney & Madeline Maxeiner · Susanne & Walter Maier · Gordon & Margaret Mallett · Grant Mallett & 

Nancy Tilson-Mallett · Rosette & Michael Malone · Margaret Manlove · J. Bryan & Connie Mann · Joanne Marsh · David Martin · Helen Martin 

Thomas & Nina Mastick · Randy & Erin Mathews · Ardean Maxey · Gordon & Evelyn Maxwell · Elizabeth Maynard · Karin McAdams · William 

& Julia McBride · Virginia McCall · Newton McCluggage · Tom McClure & Ellen Turner · Fred McColly · Karen McCoy · David McCreary · Karen 

McCulloh · Alan McDermott · Lane McDonald · Kathleen McGeeney · David McKee · Joe & Mary Lou McKenzie · Marilyn McNabb · John McNulty

R. Michael & Debra Medley · Merck Partnership for Giving · Leigh & Charles Merinoff · Susan Merinoff · Kate Meyer · Patricia Michaelis · Sara Michl 

I want to be a perennial friend of the land
Here is my tax-deductible gift to support Land Institute programs

Please print

Name  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

City  ____________________________________________________________________ State  _______  ZIP code  ___________________________

I authorize The Land Institute each month to

 Transfer from my checking account (enclose a check for the first monthly payment)

 Charge my credit or debit card

 $125  $75  $55  $15  $5  Other: $ _________________   Deduct on  5th of month  20th of month

Monthly giving: We will transfer your gift on the date you select, until you decide otherwise. You can change 

or cancel your donation at any time by calling or writing. We will confirm your instructions in writing. 

I authorize a one-time gift of 

 $5,000  $500  $250  $125  $50  Other: $  _________________  

Payment method:   My check, made payable to The Land Institute, is enclosed.

  Charge my  Visa  Mastercard  Discover

Account number  ______________________________________________________________________  Expires  ___________  /  _____________

Signature  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Clip or copy this coupon and return it with payment to 

The Land Institute, 2440 E. Water Well Road, Salina, KS 67401  lr 113
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Michl Fund · Howard Mielke · Kathy & Preston Miles · Bart Miller & Lisa Seaman · Matthew & Jennifer Miller · Ross & Nancy Miller · Whitney 

Miller · Mark L. & Julie Sager Miller Fund · Madelyn Gail & George Milton · Susan Miner · William Miner · Robin Mittenthal · Suzanne Mittenthal

Bonny Moellenbrock & Michael Lowry · Dennis & Beverly Mohler · Robert & Kay Moline · Michael Moon · James Morgan & Teresa Maurer · Jerome 

Morgan · Minor Morgan & Sylvia Alvarez · Robert & Sharon Morgan · Phil Morris · Philip & Lona Morse · Donna & Richard Mowry · Alan & Leslie 

Moyer · Diane & Robert Muelleman · Thomas & Anne Mundahl · Merry Muraskin · Martha Murchison · Michael Musselman · Charles Nabors

Frank Neitzert · Ann Nelson · Rupert & Delores Nelson · Christopher Neubert · William & Char Neumann · Michael & Dianne Neustrom · New 

Priorities Foundation · Mike Nichols · Mike & Sara Niemann · Rae Ann Nixon · Carolyn Nolte · David & Janice Norlin · Jayne & David Norlin · Bill 

& Cori North · Richard & Elizabeth Norton · Rita Norton · Zachary Nowak · Janet & John Nybakke · Thomas & Nancy O’Brien · Michael & Colleen 

O’Connell · Laurie O’Connor · James Odom · Geoffrey & Leslie Oelsner · Michael & Kathleen Oldfather · Charles & Catherine Olmsted · Debra 

O’Quinn · Richard & Christine Ouren · Jerry & Carole Packard · George & Suzanne Pagels · John & Sharon Palmquist · Gary & Eileen Parks · Allen 

Parleir & Elia Woods · Harold & Dorothy Parman · Gregory Parsons & Dorothy Johnson · Sandra Patzman · Steven & Carolyn Paulding · C. Diane 

Percival · R. Abner & Kathryne Perney · Joan Peterkin · Carol & Brian Petersen · John & Merle Peterson · Luann Peterson · Jennifer Phillips · Loretta 

Pickerell · Chris & Meghan Picone · Robert & Karen Pinkall · Elizabeth Pohlmann & Harald Moore · John Pollack · David & Jill Pollock · Kenneth 

Porter · Greta Poser · Paul Post & Kay Kelly · George & Alice Potts · Ramon & Eva Powers · Thomas & Sandra Pritchard · Jerry Quance & Marcia Hall 

Paula Quell & Larry Davis · J. Patrick & Judith Quinlan · Kevin Radzyminski · Neal Ratzlaff · Thomas Rauch & Joyce Borgerding · Robert Raymond

Katharine Reed · Thomas & Virginia Reid · Richard & Joyce Reinke · David Rettele · J. Arleta Rhudy-Liggett · Alan Rice · Daniel Rice · Kenneth Rich

Jeannine Richards · David & Jane Richardson · Robert & Judy Riepl · John & Lorraine Rittmann · Scott & Teresa Robeson · Eugene Rodriguez & Eva 

Mesmer · James Rose · Jean Rosenthal & David Kingsley · Vincent Rossignol · Wolfgang Rougle · Brian & Chepina Rumsey · Eric & Christine Rumsey 

Mary Lou Sabin & Andrew Scheiber · T. A. Sampson · Eugene & Donna Sandberg · Scott & Ruth Sanders · Sanders-McClure Family Fund · Matthew 

& Molly Sanderson · Peter Sandstrom · David Sawyer · William Scharf · Dennis & Linda Schlicht · Kenneth Schmitz · Claire Schosser · Stuart & Lisa 

Schott · Kash & Anna Schriefer · Michael Schuler · Clair Schultis · Elizabeth Schultz · Peggy Schultz · Jon & Jane Schulz · Peter & Helen Schulze

Michael Schwab & Rebecca Rose · Schwab Charitable Fund · Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving · Randolph & Barbara Schwering · Gerald & Jean 

Selzer · Stan & Tommye Sexton · Charles & Joan Shapiro · Frank Shaw & Alison Mary Kay · Kathleen Shea & Michael Farris · Bob & Doris Sherrick 

Dorene Shipley & Gerhard Cibis · Susan Sievers · John & Mary Simmering · Ann Simpson · Simpson Foundation · Malley Sisson · Lee & Mihoko 

Skabelund · Curtis Sloan & Helen Duritsa · Benjamin & Susan Slote · Freddie Smith · James & Katherine Smith · Lea Smith · Ronald & Kahrmelle 

Smith · Stephanie Smith · Kathleen Smythe & John Fanselow · Richard & Mary Smythe · Mike Soetaert & Melanie Terrill · Sidney Sondergard · Robert 

& Nancy Sorensen · Thomson Soule & Janet Boe · Robert & Catherine Sounart · David Sparby · Kateri Starczewski · John Steggall & Martha Quenon 

Claude Stephens & Erin Henle · Michael & Alexandra Stephenson · Betty Sterling · Amanda Stewart & William Smith · Howard & Margaret Stoner 

Kimberly Stoner · Bianca Storlazzi · Muriel Strand · Naomi Strand & Virgil Augustine · Gail Stratton · Laura & Neal Straus · Marjorie Streckfus

Liatris Studer · Scott Stuewe · Connie & Karl Stutterheim · Suburban TV & Appliance Inc. · Persis Suddeth · Sunbelt Beverage Company, LLC · Gerald 

& Sandra Swafford · J. David & Jacqueline Swift · Toby Symington · Stewart Taffe · Henry & Moira Tarmy · James Tarnowski & Judy Berkshire · Ed 

Taylor · James T. & Rosa Lea Taylor · Jonathan & Wendy Teller-Elsberg · Termini Associates · Bruce & Sharon Texley · Margaret Thomas · Richard 

Thomas · David & Meg Thompson · Patricia & Clarence Thomson · Bob & Cheryl Thummel · Ruth Anna Thurston · James Tidwell · Ronald & Lois 

Todd-Meyer · David Toner · Topeka Community Foundation · Trinity Episcopal Church · Erik Unruh & Maria Zielinski · Unum · Colleen Vachuska 

David & Kristin Van Tassel · Patricia VanderBeke · Gary & Madelyn Verhaeghe · Sidney & Virginia Vetter · Valerie & Roger Vetter · Lauren von 

Klinggraeff · Diane & Robert Waddell · A. Paul & Mary Wagoner · Tom Wallace · Wallace Genetic Foundation Inc. · Joy & Robert Ward · Laurie Ward 

Thomas Warner · Julianne & James Warren · Charles Curtis & Mary Watkins · Earl & Brenda Weak · Richard Weaver · Robert & Judith Weeden 

Paul Weidhaas & Madonna Stallmann · Weigel Insurance Agency · Doug Weller & Nancy Arnoldy · Colin Welsh & Stacy Switzer · Ruth Welti

Stephen Werts · Lee Wheeler · Elizabeth Whelan · Gary & Alberta Whitenack · Bruce & Theresa Wiggins · Ray Wilber & Cathy Dwigans · Carolyn 

Wilhelm · Roger Williams · Phillip Wilmore · David & Barbara Wilson · John & Anne Wilson · Joyce Wilson · Nan Wilson · Tom & Jan Wilson · Bruce 

& Kristina Wittchen · Carol Wock · Kathleen Wold · Kevin & Diana Woods · Rosemary Wormington · Richard & Sherrill Worthen · Jean Worthley

David & Rita Wristen · Donna Wygle · Debra Young · John & Jane Young · Ann Zimmerman & Dexter Eggers · John Zimmerman · Zimmerman Family 

Foundation Inc. · David Zimmermann & Emily Marriott 

IN HONOR

Matthew Cordes, from Eugene & Shirley Cordes · Stan Cox, from David & Rita Wristen · Hannah Frank, from Connie Taylor · Wendell Berry & Wes 

Jackson, from Pamela & Philip Stearns · Kevin Markey, from Karen Markey · David Wristen, from Christopher Wristen 

MEMORIALS

Leo Drey, from David & Nancy Bedan · Lamont Gaston, from Janice Gaston · Donald Hanhardt, from Nathalie Hanhardt · Maynard Heckel, from David 

Heckel · Roger Johnson, from Jennifer Johnson · Steve Latta, from Larry & Christine Cook · Raymond & Mary Sell, from Virginia Sell · George Shapley, 

from Harold Shapley
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From left, Sheila Cox, Claire Trail, and Pheonah Nabukalu harvest seed heads of perennial sorghum. For Nabukalu’s observation of 
Land Institute sorghum in Africa, see page 16. Scott Bontz photo.


